
 
Why I Still Suffer From 

Islamophiliosis 

 

Today almost daily the brutality of Muhammadanism is brought, most repulsively and 
incontrovertibly, before our eyes. Even those with the vaguest idea of history know that this is the 
ancient face of the Muhammadist creed.  All this makes contentious the theological positions 
expressed in that most difficult gift of the Almighty and All Merciful: we mean of course the second 
council of the Vatican. But for me, the proposition that the God of Alibaba is the selfsame God of 

Abraham Isaak and Jakob has always and, despite 
the wife of Osiris, still does seem unproblematic.  

Partly because I am profoundly ignorant 
of Islam and intend to remain so, I will not defend 
the religion of the false prophet, or the opinion of 
the council about that religion with philosophy, 
rather, with some personal anecdotes (mostly 
involving passports) I will tell why I look more 
favorably upon Muhammadanism then do my 
brothers.  

       Following in the footsteps of the 
Philosopher, who in ‘Physicae Auscultationes’ after 
claiming that there is no need to refute those who 
deny the existence of motion goes on to refute 
them, I now betray the reader and commence with 
a philosophical defense of the council (or of the 
more obvious reading of those texts). The 
defense, which I have heard from very high 
authority, I only partly understand. According to 
this authority the argument against the more 
obvious reading of the council is wrong not 
because it does not understand Islam but because 
it commits a logical error. According to the laws 

Sipahis from 1683  
During the two Turkish sieges of Vienna the Sipahi, went on plundering sprees, 

often going quite far from Vienna. The popular imagination was especially struck 
by their unfortunate habit of impaling babies. 



of logic (odious monsters) when judging the veracity of a proposition the predicate is to be 
understood materially and not formally.  
                                                           Q.E.D.  

 
For further explanation 

ask somebody who understands logic. 

           

 
 

Before I continue with my anecdotes let me make certain confessions to the reader (This 
strategy probably has a Latin name and the ignorant no doubt think it is a logical fallacy, though it is 
clearly a rhetorical figure…meant to ensnare). The first reason for my weakness is what I would call 
the ‘Putin complex’. Many western Catholics support Putin out of disgust for our own culture. Putin 
is a bulwark against the sodomistic coconut flavored bilge spewing from the mouth of the West, ergo 
Putin is good. I tend to commit the same error when thinking about the Muhammadan powers. 
Charming to me, a disgusted westerner, is the Muhammadan stance against abortion and sodomy; 
furthermore the genteel costume of the Ottoman matrons I find, not only more befitting the dignity 
of woman, but secretly, much more bewitching than vulgar western dress. For me wearing yoga pants 
in public does indeed muddy the dignity of Woman, but not exactly by immodesty. Let me put it this 
way: would the Venus of Milo look good in Yoga pants? And yes the second reason for my morbid 
Islamophiliosis has deep roots in childhood traumas. Surely the brave Saracen warriors of subversive 
children’s literature and the brazen Ottomanomania of imperial Vienna have left scars on my psyche.  

 

Austrian Ottomanomania is phenomenon similar to the perhaps 
even stranger medieval adulation of Saladin (see Dante). After 
roundly defeating the Turks and pushing them to the edges of 
Hungary, the incredible cruelty and slaughter of the Turkish 
Sipahis and to a lesser extent of the Janissaries, was partly 
forgotten. Ottoman musical instruments, Ottoman coffee, 
Ottoman pastries became all the rage. In fact there are legends that 
base almost everything attached to Vienna (mainly deserts) on 
Ottoman influence. It is even popularly assumed that the Austrian 
onion dome is somehow a descendant of an Ottoman onion dome, 
which is problematic since the Ottomans never built any Onion 
domes. The piece of Ottomanomania most deeply implanted on my 
tender mind is no doubt ‚Die Entführung aus dem Serail‘. The tragic 
hero of the comedy is a melodramatic Turkish Pasha. How could 
one doubt that the poor love sick Pasha Selim, although living 
under the rules of the mendacious Arab, is nevertheless a worshiper 

Austrians sometimes have short memories 



of the most high. (If the reader is crafty he will have noticed how what was meant to be one kind of 
rhetorical device: a confession, has turned into another kind of rhetorical device: recourse to 
authority, the authority of Mozart and Dante to wit (parenthesis within a parenthesis: by adding the 
parenthesis I again use the first rhetorical figure))1.   
 
 

For the edification of the reader not acquainted with the story of 

 ‘   

the irreverent but admirably concise synopsis by the immortal Busch  
is laid out bellow. The German couplets accompanying the pictures have been left  

out for technical reasons, luckily the pictures tell the story  
quite clearly enough by themselves. 
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1 The Austrian Obsesion with the complicated (see Karl Rahner) probably has its roots in Byzantine Nova Roma and not in Ottoman 
Qustantiniyah. An old saying: why do it the easy way when you could just as well do it the complicated way?  



 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 



 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

To be Continued 


